S
OCIOLOGISTS,ethnographers, political scientists have all focussed their critical faculties on journalism and the news, so it is not surprising, perhaps, that a philosopher might do the same. And with what relish does Alain de Botton aim his powerful intellect upon the news, freshly honed on such discrete topics as love, travel, happiness, religion, architecture and sex. In the developed world, he says, the news now occupies a position of power at least equal to that formerly enjoyed by religion (p. 11). However, the news does not merely report on the world, it is 'constantly at work crafting a new planet in our minds in line with its own often highly distinctive priorities'. De Botton uses examples of headlines to illustrate the news' focus on disaster and mayhem and asks, plaintively, why? 'Why so much grimness and so little hope?' (p. 44). He pleads for more context for stories instead of 'randomly dipping readers into a brief moment in a lengthy narrative, then rapidly pulling them out again ' (p. 23 There is a tendency for journalists to have simplistic approach to reporting a region, lumping all Pacific cultures and traditions together. In of news to try to define what sort of role they might play for citizens: political, world, economic, celebrity, disaster and consumer. He counsels people to master the art of being 'patient midwives to our own thoughts' instead of allowing ourselves to be assailed on all fronts by news. 'We need relief from the news-fuelled impression that we are living in an age of unparalleled importance, with our wars, our debts, our riots, our missing children, our after-premiere parties, our IPOs and our rogue missiles (p. 255). This is a book every journalist, educator and citizen should read. It is not a pessimistic book, it is very clever and eminently readable one. Professor Tom Hogan, a former University of Queensland journalism educator and radio broadcaster and producer has written this handy cultural guide, Understanding Micronesia, primarily about the FSM but equally useful for Belau/Palau and the Marshall Islands.
Lost in translation
It draws on much of his experience as a radio producer and trainer in the Pacific as part of his career as a consultant for governments in 41 countries in South-east Asia, the Pacific and Australia.
It's a lack of understanding of cultural differences that leads so many wellintentioned visitors to the Micronesian Islands to so much frustration. There is, after all, quite a difference between agreement with and mere acknowledgement of a point of view or suggested course of action. It's not the Micronesian way to disagree (p. 71 [author's emphasis]) Due to misunderstandings,sometimes 'deep and abiding tensions' grow between expatriates and the indigenous people.
Although English is a national language, often radio broadcasters have a rudimentary command of the tongue, not really truly bilingual.
A controversial radio programme was made by Micronesian students in Washington in late 1986 which first exposed on air major socio-cultural differences between Micronesian and Western value systems.
According to a Micronesian broadcaster cited by Hogan, there are advantages in 'dependent bilingualism':
When I speak English, I think first in Yapese and then find the right word in English. There are often ideas which have to be treated very carefully. 
